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STEAM JET HEATER
Steam jet liquid heaters use steam to raise the temperature of water or
other liquids by direct steam injection. They assure a continuous and
efficient heating, distributing the heat uniformly and avoiding
stratification of liquid at different temperature inside the tank. Steam jet
heaters prevent the typical vibrations and condensation shocks with
material damage so often associated with simple perforated steam
pipes. Operation is efficient because the heat in the steam is absorbed
by the liquid to be heated to approximately 10% of the liquid saturation
temperature.

INSTALLATION - For higher performances, they are installed
horizontally on the bottom of the tank. The supply duct can flow both
internally and externally to the tank. In the case of high capacity
applications it is possible to install more heaters by arranging them
uniformly in the tank.
OPERATION - The steam enters the heater immersed in the cold liquid,
passes through the nozzle which, by converting the pressure energy into
kinetic energy, considerably increases its speed. In this way, a
depression is created in the surrounding area, which promotes the
suction of cold liquid through the radial windows. The heated liquid
passes into the diffuser; its kinetic energy is transformed back into
pressure energy and is distributed inside the tank. This mini continuous
cycle guarantees an efficient and high-efficiency heat exchange. To
mitigate noise and vibrations caused by the condensation of steam at
high temperatures, it is advisable to install a vent valve which injects air
through a tube.

Models
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Codes

1/2" 3/4"

1"

1

1½" 2"

SG161.. .04
SG162.. .05 SG165.. - .06 - .08 SG171 .04 .05 .06 .07 .08 .09
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The condensate recovery pumps are used to re-launch the condensates to the recovery
tank placed in a higher position. They are equipped with electric or mechanical internal
organs that, using the available steam energy or compressed air, automatically manage to
send the condensate to the accumulation point.
MECHANICALCONDENSATE RECOVERY SYSTEM

MECHANIC PUMP

COMPLETE GROUP

MULTI GROUP

ELECTRIC CONDENSATE RECOVERY SYSTEM

In the electrical system the condensates are recovered in the tank (1), a level control (3),
when reaches the maximum level, from the consent to the solenoid valve (5) of the steam
supply (or compressed air) to open while simultaneously closing the vent solenoid valve
(4). When the minimum
value is reached on the
other hand, the level control
will open the vent valve,
closing the one of the
incoming steam, thus giving
the possibility of the
recovery of new
condensation. Through the
manual regulation valve (6)
it will be possible to adjust
the incoming pressure
according to the
counterpressure to be
overcome up to the
accumulation tank.
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POP-S
▪ MAIN FEATURES
▪ Non-electric requirements
▪ OPTIONS
Stainless steel construction.
Level gauge.
Stroke counter.
▪ USE
To lift condensate or hot and
cold liquids.
▪ MODELS
ADCAMAT POP-S – carbon
steel construction.
ADCAMAT POP-SS – Stainless
steel construction.
(Carbon steel version is sandblasted,
metalized and black painted).
▪ CONNECTIONS
Flanged EN1092-1 PN16. Special
flanges upon request. Female screwed
ISO 7/1 Rp (BS21).
▪ INSTALLATION
Horizontal installation.
See IMI installation and maintenance
instructions.
▪ MOTIVEGAS
Steam or compressed air.

PRESSURE OPERATED PUMP
ADCAMAT POP-S

CE Marking : This product have been designed for
use on water, steam, air and other gases which are
in Group 2 of the European PED-Pressure
Equipment Directive in use and it complies with those
requirements.
The product carries the CE mark when falling in
category 1 and above.
All the sizes fall within category 2.
The product carries the CE mark.

DN25-DN40-DN50
DN80 X DN50
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POPK-S

PACKAGED ADCAMAT AUTOMATIC PUMP
(SUITABLE FOR STEAM SUPPLY)

DN25-DN40-DN50
DN80 X DN50

PUMPS
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POPK-SD
POPK-ST

PACKAGED ADCAMAT AUTOMATIC PUMP
SUITABLE FOR STEAM SUPPLY)
POPK-SD (Duplex) & POPK-ST (Triplex)

DESCRIZIONE
DESCRIPTION
unità POPK-SD
(Duplex)
e POPK-ST
comprende
due o tre
Adcamat
in pumps
parallelo,
una
AUna
POPK-SD
(Duplex) and
POPK-ST
(Triplex)(Triplex)
packaged
units comprises
twopompe
or three
Adcamat
in parallel,
a
ricevitore
ventilato
e tutti
gli elementi
ausiliari, montati
in modo
compatto
supiped
un telaio
tubazioni e
vented
receiver
and all
auxiliary
items, compactly
mounted
on a metal
frame
and metallico
ready for con
connection.
pronti
per il collegamento.
For
operating
conditions and pumping capacity, please refer to information sheet IS 9.101 E and IS 9.105 E.
Per condizioni operative e capacità di pompaggio, fare riferimento alle schede tecniche IS 9.101 E e IS 9.105 E.

Duplex

LIMITING CONDITIONS:
Receiver – Max. operating pressure: 0,5 bar
Pump: See IS 9.101 E
CONNECTIONS:
All connections are screwed except the pump
connections which are flanged EN 1092-1 PN16.
Threaded flanges available on request.

Triplex

Side View

